
 
LONGARM QUILTING FEE SCHEDULE 

 

Longarm Quilting – $149.95 plus applicable taxes. 

Any size quilt up to 120” x 120”. Includes edge to edge quilting; pantograph (stitch pattern); solid colour thread 
(top / bottom) and Hobbs 80/20 batting. Please note: We no longer accept outside batting as it is included 
with the quilting price. 

 

Small Project Longarm Quilting – $74.95 plus applicable taxes. 

A single piece that is 1600 square inches or less, such as a baby quilt, table runner, tree skirt, pillow shams (set of 
2), place mats (set of 4). Includes edge to edge quilting; pantograph (stitch pattern); solid colour thread (top / 
bottom) and Hobbs 80/20 batting. To determine project size, multiply length x width. Please note: We no longer 
accept outside batting as it is included with the quilting price. 

 

Quilt Passes (When Available) 

5 Quilt Pass – $599.95 plus applicable taxes.  

Includes edge to edge quilting; pantograph (stitch pattern); solid colour thread (top / bottom) and Hobbs 
80/20 batting. 

10 Quilt Pass – $1,209.95 plus applicable taxes. Get a bonus 11th quilt for Free. Includes edge to edge quilting; 
pantograph (stitch pattern); solid colour thread (top / bottom) and Hobbs 80/20 batting. 

 

Thread Up-Grade Charges 

Standard Glide Thread: Included in Quilting Price (top and bobbin) 

Different Colour Top & Bottom Thread*: $15.00   

Variegated Thread: $25.00 (top, bottom or both) 

Specialty Threads (ex. Metallic, 100% cotton, etc.): $30.00 

*Owner assumes all risk of “pokies” coming through one or both sides 

 

Batting Up-Grade Charges 

Hobbs 80/20 Blend: Included in Quilting Price 

Hobbs 100% Cotton: Upcharge of $20.00 

Hobbs 80/20 Blend Beached White: Upcharge of $20.00 

Hobbs 80/20 Blend Dyed Black: Upcharge of $20.00 

Hobbs 100% Washable Wool: Upcharge of $65.00 

Hobbs Bamboo/Silk Blend: Upcharge of $65.00 

Please note: It is our firm policy that we will not long arm quilt a project without batting. 

 

Backing Charges 

Piecing fabric not purchased at Quincy’s: $25.00 per seam 

Piecing fabric purchased at Quincy’s: $5.00 per seam  

Diagonal Piecing: $75.00 

Attaching Side Leaders: $20.00 



 
Attaching Top / Bottom Leaders: $20.00 

Squaring Pieced Backing with mix matched pieces (one part of the backing is longer than the other): $10.00 

Oversize on one dimension: $20.00 

Oversize on both dimensions: $40.00 

 

Backing Fabric Up-Charges 

Flannel Quilt Top on Fireside or Minky / Cuddle Backing: $20.00 

Polyester Quilt Top Up-Charge: $20.00 

Non-Traditional Backing Up-Charge: $25.00 

We define Traditional Quilt Backings as follows: Quilting Cotton, Batiks, Muslin, Brushed Cotton, Flannel, Fireside 
Fleece or Minky / Cuddle.  

We define Non-Traditional Quilt Backings as follows: Anything not listed in Traditional Quilt Backings including 
but not limited to: Polyester Fabrics, Blankets (including Costco blankets), bed sheets, shower curtains, curtains, 
denim, corduroy, etc. If in doubt, please ask. 

 

Binding Charges 

Machine Binding: $.15 per inch. Minimum charge is $30.00 

Preparing Binding: $.04 per inch. Minimum charge is $15.00 

Wrap Around Binding*: $.30 per inch. Minimum charge is $50.00 

Hand Binding: $.45 per inch. Minimum charge is $100.00. 

To determine number of inches. Length x 2 + width x 2 = Cost (ex. 80 x 2 + 50 x 2 = 160 + 100 = 260 x .15 = $39 

Cannot be done with Fireside Fleece, Minky or Non-Traditional quilt backings listed above. 

 

Labels 

Quilt Label Attachment: $15.00 

Quilt Label Creation: $15.00 

 

Miscellaneous Charges 

Whip Stitching Tucks:  First three tucks ~ No Charge 

After Three: $5.00 per tuck 

Quilt Trimming: $15.00 per quilt 

Quilt Squaring: $30.00 per quilt 

Flange Basting: $.30 per inch. Minimum charge is $30.00 

Heavy Applique: $20.00 

 

Unique Quilt Projects  

We MAKE T-Shirt Quilts!  

We also do projects involving quilt repair, denim / jeans quilts, memory quilts, photo fabric quilts, t-shirt (jersey / 
knit fabrics), quilts with embellishments, extra heavy applique. Please talk with one of our longarm professionals 
for a quote on any of these services.  


